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young writer on the rise from the beautiful city of Newcastle Australia via Kyoto Japan.Yumi spends
her time equally between the traditional and reserved Japan and the youthful and vibrant Australia:
Yumi chose to become a writer of erotic romance in order to embrace the duality of her life.
{site_link} {site_link} I enjoyed reading Private Dancer by Yumi Cox immensely, The book was a
great transgender romance story that moved along with excellent pace: The main characters were
relatable and the cameo players interesting: 'The Follies' sound like an awesome event that I wish I
could have attended: Finally.

Yumi Cox is a young writer on the rise from the beautiful city of Newcastle Australia via Kyoto Japan,
Growing up amongst the rich culture of Japan Yumi was able to explore her imagination through
comic books short stories and classic novels. Moving to Australia at age thirteen she experienced
passion love and sex for the first time which she channels into her writing. Yumi spends her time
equally between the traditional and reserved Japan and the youthful and vibrant Australia. Yumi
chose to become a writer of erotic romance in order to embrace the duality of her life. Growing up
amongst the rich culture of Japan Yumi was able to explore her imagination through comic books
short stories and classic novels: Moving to Australia at age thirteen she experienced passion love
and sex for the first time there was romance and sex: Kindle Edition I was just scrolling through the
books I read and rated on here, Now I don't ever remember giving one of Yumi's books a poor rating
so I went back and reviewed the book again . Skimming the story to refresh my memory ( getting old
and brain damage sucks by the way!!) And there is NO way I woulda gave this a poor rating. As
always with Yumi's stories it's a five star!!! Kindle Edition A nice story about a sheltered boy
becoming a real man. He is young extremely good looking wealthy and as an elite athlete constantly
in the media spotlight, He seems to have it all! But with the rewards come the costs. While it may
seem like an ideal existence to outsiders it can be very lonely at the top. A recent addition to the
cheerleaders Georgia has certainly grabbed Andrew’s attention: That is until Andrew accompanies
Georgia to ‘The Follies’ and suddenly gets a new perspective[1]

Which she channels into her writing. Plenty of it. Well worth the read. And noticed my rating on this
book was two stars. Great reading. Kindle Edition Andrew Dawson has the world at his feet. The
training the travel the game day socialisation bans. Recently Andrew has been spending time with
Georgia Bloom. An ex-ballerina Georgia is everything he thinks he wants. Private DancerA
Transgender Romance Novel
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